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Ethnic Landscapes In An Urban
This book is about the creation of a new ethnic landscape in North America and a new model of the contemporary urban ethnic community: the ethnoburb. Ethnoburbs have emerged under the influence of ...
Ethnoburb: The New Ethnic Community in Urban America
Traveling offers the chance to witness stunning landscapes and experience wonderful cultures. CGTN is bringing you a collection of travel guides to some of the greatest destinations along China's ...
A brief travel guide to Guilin: A gallery of mountains and lakes
Hostels are buildings designed for total control. Often shaped like prisons, hostels are a ubiquitous feature of the rural and urban South African landscape. As South Africa enters its 26th year ...
The Architecture of Apartheid: Hostels in South Africa
Very little survives by way of ancient Greek murals. While many are described by the ancient traveller Pausanias, and while the art of the mural as pertains to Greece is ...
Intra Muros: The modern murals of our Greek heritage
Given Sudbury’s reputation as a blackened and ruined landscape, why would anyone have chosen to live here? Because, says historian Dieter Buse, that reputation is only partially deserved ...
Opinion: Outside the ‘Blackened Horseshoe,’ Sudbury District has always been a sea of green
We are a group of academic researchers who have trained and practiced in landscape architecture and urban design, and also currently teach on professionally accredited courses. Our research addresses ...
Transnational Urban Outdoors research group
We have been featuring some great stadiums in ArchDaily like Herzog & de Meuron’s Bird’s Nest, for the Beijing Olympics. However, as impressive as it may be, the Bird’s Nest cost was ‘just’ 500 ...
Architecture News
This surprising history is explored in depth in Annelise Heinz’s new book, Mahjong: A Chinese Game and the Making of Modern American Culture, in which she makes the case that the game—the name of ...
What the Surprising History of Mah-jongg Can Teach Us About America
My Twin Cities neighborhood is teeming with small, independent grocery stores. If locales without grocery access are food deserts, this is a food rainforest. A few blocks northeast of us there's an ...
The mystery of America's small groceries
This area of enquiry embraces different urban landscapes including schools ... Climate and population change, ethnic and religious diversity, economic growth and decline, and innovation in design and ...
Andy Clayden
South Korea held by-elections for mayoral posts in Seoul, the capital, and Busan, the country’s second largest city, on April 7. Oh Se-hoon and Park Hyung-Joon from the conservative People Power Party ...
South Korea’s Political Pendulum Swings Again
HS2 Ltd is seeking architects, urban and landscape designers, masterplanners ... women and those from black, Asian and minority ethnic backgrounds as they are “underrepresented throughout the building ...
HS2 seeks architects from diverse backgrounds for design panel
We are a nation with a rich heritage, an incomparable mix of multi-ethnic and multicultural diversity, adding colour and variety to the societal landscape. Our natural resources are known to be ...
Monumental blunders paralysing Sri Lanka
Asian and minority ethnic backgrounds. Experts in architecture, sustainability, landscape architecture, masterplanning and urban design, civil and structural engineering, railway operations, ...
HS2 design panel
And why not, as both styles also feature temple pavilions, towers and darbar halls, music courts, while Mysore even has landscapes that serve other sensibilities, away from being devotional.” ...
Back in the reckoning
Consisting of five chapters, the concert featured music from the four ethnic groups ... instruments and urban construction noise alongside visual projections of urban landscape, interstellar ...
Shanghai Concert Hall brings sounds of ethnic groups to audiences
It led to the creation of an entirely new form of parish that was known as the national parish, where parishioners of a particular geographic origin or ethnic identity would all worship at a place ...
The History Of Milwaukee's South Side Churches
Revealingly, the 2011 census showed that the number of Nepalis identifying as Christians was 85,000 in urban areas and almost 290,000 ... more inclusive and aware of Nepal’s diverse ethnic landscape.
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